ROYAL SPANISH EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION
EVENTING TECHNICAL DEPT
DIRECTION Madrid, 10 mars 2016
Once we have studied the Eventing document, I would like to make some comments in
reference to the two proposals stated in the document OLYMPIC COMPETITION FORMAT
to change the scoring system; “Positive Scoring”.
 Firstly, congratulations for removing the coefficient of 1.5 in the Dressage
Competition, proposed by this NF.
 We also agree everything in which it concerns the Dressage and
Jumping Competitions as well as the formats of the different competitions
levels.
 We think the proposal “B”, which gives 100 points per competition and then
subtracts the penalties of each one (XC and SJ), is as complicated as the current
used one. Lots of arithmetic calculations are required.
 in reference to the point "A" we think it is logic but difficult to understand too,
although we support the penalties for those riders who do not finish the
competitions when a team.
For all previously presented, from this NF we would like to propose a clearer punctuation
system and based on the "CLEAR ROUND", already known by all of us.
PROPOSAL OF ESP NF:
The equestrian fans, even the non usual viewer, understand "CLEAR ROUND", in either
case, jumping or cross. In other words, "CLEAR ROUND", and keeping on the penalties or
negative results is appropriated, applying it in the following way, especially in the
Dressage competition:





The Dressage winner will be given 0 point; the second placed rider will have the
difference in points with respect to the first one, and so on.
The XC competition will be scored such as in the current penalty system.
The SJ competition will be scored as currently.
EXAMPLE WITH THE THREE FIRST PLACED RIDERS IN DRESSAGE COMPETITION.
RIDER
1
2
3

% DRESSAGE
70
68.4
68

PTOS CLAS
O
1.6
2.00

XC
….
….
….

We think this is simple and easy to understand.
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